
 

         
           

 

 

 

 

 

Rt Hon	  Frank Field	  MP
Chair
Work & Pensions Committee
1 Tothill Street
London SW1H 9NB

By Email to: workpencom@parliament.uk
CC: Dr Libby McEnhill,

10 March 2017

Dear Mr Field

RE SELF	  EMPLOYMENT AND THE	  GIG ECONOMY

I refer	  to your	  letter of 1 March 2017. Taking the numbered points in	  the order in	  which	  you	  raise
them:

1.	 Hermes couriers and Hermes cover couriers sign the same contract. This contract has
already been provided to the	   Committee, annexed as it was to Hermes UK’s written
submission. If it would be helpful, please ask Dominick Moxon-‐Tritsch to resend a copy of
this document	  to Dr	  McEnhill.

2.	 It is difficult to imagine a more commercially confidential	  and sensitive document than the
determination	   sent by HMRC	   to	   Hermes in	   2011. We remain	   content to	   enable the
Committee to	   have sight of this document. Given	   the confidential and	   highly sensitive	  
nature of this document, we propose that Dr McEnthill attend	  Hermes’ offices where she
will be given sight of the document under Data Room Rules. We will require Dr McEnhill	  to
sign a Non Disclosure Agreement the terms of which	  will be agreed	  in	  advance.	  

3.	 As agreed	  we are in	  the process of surveying our couriers to	  obtain	  the requested	  number.
We anticipate that we will be in a position to provide a number to the Committee by the end
of April.

4.	 Please	  can you confirm whether this is further request for	  information outside the scope of	  
what was agreed in the course of the oral evidence session on 22 February. We anticipate
that	  we will be in a position to provide a number	  to the Committee by the end of	  April.

5.	 This information was provided to the Committee in	  Hermes’ written	  submission. For ease of
reference paragraph	  5.7 of that document reads:

Hermes’ working arrangements and per parcel basis have broadly existed in the form
described	  above for some 40 years. Hermes’ relationship	  with	   its couriers has proven over
time to be sustainable. This is borne out	  by the fact	  that	  66% of	  Hermes couriers have been
working with us for more than 2 years, of which half have worked with Hermes more than 5
years. Around 12% of our couriers have	  worked with Hermes for more than 10 years. Hermes
is proud to provide regular, stable and flexible opportunities the length and breadth of the
country, including in some of the UK’s	  most deprived communities.

Please	  confirm if the	  Committee	  requires more granular data than this.
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 6.	 Hermes is currently undertaking for	  the first	   time a survey of its couriers at the	  request of
the Department	  for	  Business, Energy and Industry Strategy and for	  Matthew Taylor’s review.
We intend to include a question about	  substitution. We would be happy to share the results
with you when they are available. Again, we anticipate that we will be in a position to
provide a number to	  the Committee by the end	  of April.

All Hermes couriers	  are	  paid a minimum equivalent hourly rate of £7.80, which will	   rise to
£8.50	  from 1 April. Presently Hermes couriers’ average	  gross earnings stand at £11.40	  per
hour and	   are calculated	   (using an	   extremely conservative set of assumptions about
deductions for fuel, vehicle insurance, depreciation and other expenses) to be £9.90 per
hour after expenses. This is in	  effect an	  average premium of 37.5% over and	  above the NLW
of £7.20.

Paragraph 5.11	  of Hermes’ written submission to the	  Committee	  reads:

[The benchmark minimum increase to £8.50/ hour] constitutes	   a very real increase in
Hermes couriers’ earnings. This is the culmination of some two years of work intended to
ensure	  that Hermes is seen by	   its couriers as both a flexible	  and dependable	  way	  to earn a
living.	   This modelling work is being	   validated	   externally reflecting	   the importance which	  
Hermes attaches to its couriers. Additional internal validation has been undertaken by
reference to actual courier	  data. Hermes analysed an entire year’s worth of	  parcel volume
and time data	   from approximately 10% of its regular couriers (some 1,000 individuals) to	  
ensure	  that its earnings calculations are	  borne	  out in the	  real world.

Accordingly Hermes therefore does not see a need	   to	   survey its couriers with	   regard	   to	  
equivalent hourly earnings as their earnings have reliably been	  established	  and	  verified.

If it would be helpful, we would be happy to put Hermes’ Director of Legal and Public Affairs, Hugo
Martin and/	   or Hermes’ acting Head of Government Relations, Dominick Moxon-‐Tritsch, at Dr
McEnhill’s disposal	  to explain any of the issues addressed in this letter.	  

Yours sincerely

Hermes Parcelnet Ltd


